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ÑConsider ways to nurture the 
core competencies through 
engagement with the 
mathematics curricular 
competencies

ÑConsider ongoing assessment 
and feedback

Intentions



PRINCIPLES
OF LEARNING
First

peoples

Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, 
the family, the community, the land, the spirits, and 

the ancestors.

Learning is holistic, refl exive, refl ective, experiential, 
and relational (focused on  connectedness, on 
reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place).

Learning involves recognizing the consequences 
of one’s actions.

Learning involves generational roles and 
responsibilities.

Learning recognizes the role of indigenous 
knowledge.

Learning is embedded in memory, history, 
and story.

Learning involves patience and time.

Learning requires exploration of one’s identity.

Learning involves recognizing that some 
knowledge is sacred and only shared with 

permission and/or in certain situations. 

For First Peoples 
classroom resources 

visit: www.fnesc.ca

First Peoples Principles of Learning

Learning is holistic, 
reflexive, reflective, 
experiential, and 
relational (focused on 
connectedness, on 
reciprocal relationships, 
and a sense of place).



Core Competencies

Communication

Thinking

Personal & Social



K-12 Mathematics 
Curricular Competencies

ÑReasoning and Analyzing
ÑUnderstanding and Solving
ÑCommunicating and Representing
ÑConnecting and Reflecting



ÑWhere do the 
core competencies 
live within the 
curricular competencies?







K-9 Mathematics 
Curricular Competency

ÑDevelop, demonstrate, 
and apply mathematical 
understanding through 
play, inquiry, and 
problem solving



Ñplaying with materials
Ñplaying with language
Ñplaying with ideas

Playful Inquiry



Ñthe students’ wonders and interests
Ñthe big ideas (elaborations) and 

curricular content & competencies
Ñmaking math to math, math to self or 

math to world connections
Ña starting point

Where do provocations come from?



What can be a provocation?

Ñmaterials or tools
Ña question, a story, a puzzle or problem
Ñinformational text or graph
Ñlocal or global news
Ñan issue important to the students –

school-based, social justice, 
environmental



Infographics

What do you notice? What do you wonder?



Number Big Idea

“Number represents and 
describes quantity.”

ÑGrade 4
ÓFractions and decimals are types of numbers 

that can represent quantities.

ÑGrade 5
ÓNumbers describe quantities that can be 

represented by equivalent fractions.





Ñ regular practice that has 
multiple entry points, 
open-ended and 
personalized

Ñ helps to build a 
mathematical community 
in the classroom

Ñ collaborative
Ñ encourages 

mathematical discourse

Ñ responsive
Ñ focus on a pedagogy of 

noticing and listening
Ñ focus on number sense
Ñ many can be used across 

mathematical curricular 
content strands 

Ñ focus on curricular 
competencies

why mathematical routines?



Number Talk Images
ntimages.weebly.com



What core and curricular 
competencies do you 
think were being nurtured 
during this mathematical 
routine?



WODB: Which One Doesn’t Belong?

Ñhttp://wodb.ca
ÑCan be used across                                   

mathematical curricular topics
ÑOften begin with 

ÓWhat do you notice?
ÓHow are they alike/same?
ÓHow are they different?

http://wodb.ca


What core and curricular 
competencies do you 
think were being nurtured 
during this mathematical 
routine?



Splat!

Steve Wyborney
stevewyborney.com



What core and curricular 
competencies do you 
think were being nurtured 
during this mathematical 
routine?



Investigating Circles:
Communicating our Thinking

Grades 3&4
Grauer Elementary







Investigating the Art of Susan Point

Ñ Grades 3&4
Ñ Develop, demonstrate and apply mathematical understanding 

through play, inquiry and problem-solving
Ñ Engage in problem-solving experiences that are connected to place, 

story, cultural practices, and perspectives that are relevant to local 
First Peoples communities, the local community and other cultures

Ñ Grade 4
Ó line symmetry
Can you identify line symmetry in Susan Point’s art?
Can you create a design inspired by Susan Point that has line 
symmetry?



Thinking about the Circle:
Where does math live in Susan 
Point’s spindle whorl art?









Assessing Curricular Competencies

Ñnotice, name and nurture
Ñconnect to curricular content
Ñself-assessment

Óproviding evidence 
Ñwhere you are ----- where you need to be

Ówhat are you going to do to get there?

Assessment Frameworks
Scales (4 point, performance-scale, continuum)
Nested (progressive and additive)



product talk
(discussions, conversations, 
interviews)

from Rethinking Letter Grades 
by Caren Cameron & 

Kathleen Gregory

observations





ÑTo what extent can students 
demonstrate this curricular 
competency?











40

Mathematics Criteria









Think about an upcoming area of 
study in mathematics…
how will you be mindful of 
nurturing development of the core 
and curricular competencies?
how might students engage in self-
assessment of these competencies?
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